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QUESTION: 1
In the C-160's factory default configuration, which interface has ssh enabled by default on the
192J.68.42.42 address? Select exactly 1 answer(s) from the following:

A. Data 2
B. Data 1
C. None. SSH must be first enabled through theconsole.
D. Management

Answer: D

QUESTION: 2
Refer to the exhibit.

Based on the Add Condition menu which of listed file attachments will be matched? (Choose
two.) Select exactly 2 answer(s) from the following:

A. pdf attachment
B. A. msi attachment that has had its file extension changed to .pdf
C. A. pdf attachment that has had its file extension changed to .exe.
D. A. exe attachment.

Answer: B, D

QUESTION: 3
How can C-Series archived reports be retrieved? Select exactly 1 answer(s) from the following:
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A. They cannot be retrieved, since the reporting information is deleted and data is collected for
the next reporting period.
B. Archived reports are retrieved by going to ftp://mgmt.<C-Series host name>.com
C. Archived reports can be retrieved through the GUI by going to: Monitor > Archived Reports

Answer: C

QUESTION: 4
Which of the following choices shows the GUI menu path for importing a content dictionary to
be used in an Incoming content filter? Select exactly 1 answer(s) from the following:

A. Mail Policies > Dictionaries > Add Dictionary
B. System Administration > Configuration Directory > Import Dictionary
C. Mail Policies > Dictionaries > Import Dictionary
D. Mail Policies > Incoming Mail Policies > Dictionaries > Import Dictionary

Answer: C

QUESTION: 5
You have finished installing a C-160 that is designed to filter incoming and relay outgoing mail
for the mail server exchange.bravo.com. This is a one armed installation. For some reason,
outgoing mail cannot be delivered. According to the mail log, what is the most likely problem?
Select exactly 1 answer(s) from the following:

A. exchange.bravo.com needs to be configured in the RAT
B. exchange.bravo.com needs to be configured on the RELAYLIST
C. An SMTP route needs to be configured for exchange.inside.com
D. The mail server needs to point to a private listener.
E. exchange.bravo.com needs to be removed from the SUSPECTLIST
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Answer: B

QUESTION: 6
Which of the following filters can only be applied to outbound messages? Select exactly 1
answer(s) from the following:

A. Anti-Virus
B. DLP
C. Outbreak
D. Anti-Spam

Answer: B

QUESTION: 7
Which of the following parameters are used by the Anti-Spam engine? (Choose three.) Select
exactly 3 answer(s) from the following:

A. The number of recipients in the RCPT TO list.
B. Analysis of image content using optical character recognition
C. The characteristics of the message (random dots, multiple colors)
D. The reputation of URLs in the message
E. The sending mail domains reputation

Answer: C, D, E

QUESTION: 8
Which one of the following cannot be performed on the M-Series, when using it to support a
C- Series? Select exactly 1 answer(s) from the following:

A. Centralized message tracking
B. Centralized spam quarantining
C. Centralized Configuration Management
D. Centralized Reporting
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Answer: C

QUESTION: 9
You have established connectivity to a factory default C-160 through the CLI, What command
will allow you to change an interfaces speed and duplex? Select exactly 1 answer(s) from the
following:

A. ifconfig
B. interfaceconfig
C. etherconfig
D. mediaccnfig

Answer: B

QUESTION: 10
By default, the outgoing mail will be scanned by which one of the following? Select exactly 1
answer(s) from the following:

A. Anti-Spam
B. Anti-Virus
C. Outbreak Filters
D. Reputation Filters

Answer: B

QUESTION: 11
Refer to the wizard screenshot.
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